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<\bstract 
Cool Int! is a mobile application developed for Android mobile targeting kids between 4 
:o 6 years old. Nowadays, kids at this age usually playing with their parents mobile and it would 
1elp their mental development in learning mathematics if they are playing educational games 
nstead of purely entertainment games. This study is done by analyzing real situation, conduct 
;orne survey, and get some views based on journals. The development process uses combination 
Jf software such as Adobe Photoshop, DroidDraw, Android SDK Tools, Eclipse and Java 
Jrogramming language. The application is mainly to entertain kids in educated way by 
ntroducing basic numbering, to test calculation capability of the kids, and all the challenges are 
:livided according to difficulty level. Kids can only move to the higher level once they completed 
:alculating within the time given. It is designed interactively with colorful interfaces and 
Jackground music. The main contribution of this project is it would entertain kids and at the 
;arne time contribute to positive guidance which helps kids in their learning process with 





Smartphone is a mobile phone that offers more advanced computing ability and 
connectivity than a contemporary feature phone [1]. Android is a software stack for 
mobile devices that includes an operating system, middleware and key applications. 
The Android SDK provides the tools and APis necessary to begin developing 
applications on the Android platform using the Java programming language [2]. In 
Malaysia, the trend of using Android has increase with more and more Smartphone 
users are using Android application such as Games, Books and References, 
Entertainment, Health and Fitness, Social Network, and also Google features such as 
Gmail and Google Maps. 
Android software is available on their online store, Android Market, allows users 
to browse and download apps published by third-party developers, hosted on Android 
Market. As of November 2011 there were about 300,000 games, applications and 
widgets available on the Android Market, with an estimated more than seven billion 
total downloads [3]. 
This research focuses generally on the Android users, specifically parents' 
community. Kids learn technology at an amazingly fast rate nowadays. They are 
constantly texting, surfing the internet, playing video games, and calling using their 
parent's phone and latest trend is parent buying tablet PC for their kids to play. By 
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understanding the kids and their needs, an interesting learning can be made for them. 
They enjoy learning more when it is fun. 
Interactive games appeal to kids because these games are visual, auditory, 
dynamic, and colorful (5]. They increase learning because kids will focus their attention 
and are much less likely to be distracted while playing them. Also, interactive games 
require active participation rather than passive listening and give kids immediate 
feedback. A good interactive computer game is a very effective teaching tool. Cool Int! 
is designed guided by learning theory proposed in Montessori method of education 
whereby it sets according to kids preferences, level of difficulties, and they can record 
their high scores for own reference. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
In this century where technology changes every second, the person that depends 
a lot on technology advancement is youngsters and working people. However, kids are 
also among the group that being impacted by this situation. There are various types of 
programs and applications developed to attract kids but not all of those are beneficial for 
kids' mind. It would be better for kids to play game that can assist in their mental 
development. 
With the smart phone trend that is getting popular in Malaysia, kids are getting 
use to play with their parent's phone. They got no important purpose to use financial 
guide or organizer, therefore they usually using the games application. Most of the game 
applications are in terms of solely giving fun, so it would be very beneficial if 
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